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10.00 am

“I had a bad night, so I won’t”

“Is there any water? This place needs water. 
 Coffee too, that’d be good”

“I’d love to go to Japan.
 Sorry, I’m not giving you
 much of a chance to 
 take all this down.

 What else have I talked
 about?
 Sculpture,
 films,
 painting
 & 
 Limerick”



10.15 am

“For me it’s not so much about the medium, it’s always about the idea. 
I’d love to exhibit photographs and paintings side by side somewhere 
next year.... But, we will see.”

‘This is a bit mysterious, what’s happening?”

“I want to be in on the 

INSIDE
of the art world”

BUT NOT ART



10.30 am “The Art World is both
   open and closed
         and is annoying + exhilarating”“VAI is great,

 and I wish every
 country would
 have one. It’s
 a gem.
 Whenever you call
 them it feels
 like a mom
 and pop
 shop”



10.45 am

“Cool idea. The Future of the art world?.... Er, let me think. I’m about to 
  give a talk - from the ridiculous to the sublime - but I’ll be back later.”

“What’s its name?

   “Er? Not Sure. What 
     do you think?”

“...Depends... Is it optimistic?”

   “Ansell..... It’s called   
              Ansell!”

(Pointing with a smile, while walking away.)

“You’ve got the best stand!”
(People talking into the Robot’s ear at 
approx. 10.53am... The first ones!)



11.00 am
(An artist from Belfast just gave his card to the Robot.)

(Comment fed into Robot’s mouth. It was folded over twice so it looks like a serious comment.)



11.15 am

“You’d have more of a response if you set it up 
  like ‘The Republic of Telly’ and had the 
  camera for people to talk into at 3 in the 
  morning..... Drunk”



11.30 am

(11.33am: Someone spoke into the Robots ear.) Hey Robot, I would really appreciate it … I am 
kind of fed up that there seems to be such an 
emphasis on community outreach… rather than 
the artwork itself… maybe we should have more 
faith in the art itself rather than thinking of ways 
it can solve society’s problems…

“This is the bold corner here.”

“Let me explain: (Kevin)
 I think artists should be paid as much as the 
 administrators.

 Huge amounts of staff - 15 staff members?
 Instead of paying artists?

 Arts offices could be integrated into the arts 
 centres, it would make it all more accessible 
 and it would work better.

 Things get stagnant if the same people are 
 sitting in an office for more than seven years. 
 People who administer the arts world have all 
 these nice things and a pension, while artist 
 don’t. It’s just so obvious that the 
 bureaucracy of it all is stifling.”



11.45 am

“I’d like to see something like this (Gat Together) opportunity at the Venice  
 Biennale whereby VAI can facilitate networking opportunities for artists and 
 arts professionals.”

   VAI are in a great position to lobby.

 Why not?
   (Like ‘Art Quest’. They did a pop-up cafe.)

   something very tangible

  
  
    “How about ‘Collateral Events’ so that artists at 
     different stages in their careers could have a platform. 
     Resources could be pooled from arts offices etc 
     to facilitate something like this.”

FREEDOM OF SPEECH



12.00 pm



12.15 pm



12.30 pm



12.45 pm

“What people really want is audience,
 people to really appreciate and 
 understand what they’re doing.”

Validation



1.00 pm
(Audio comment) Hello Robot. Is it working? Hahaha. I was thinking it would be quite good to have a kind of 
erm, VAI representing several artists  groups to the policy makers to try and get a more concrete policy across the 
whole of Ireland for studio groups and art practice an get people to appreciate the links between arts and 
something like tourism which actually brings in money to the area. That’s all I have to say thanks.



1.15 pm

 Maybe 
 it should be 
‘What Do You Want From
 the



1.30 pm

“What do I want from the art world?
I want everything.
I want everything “they got”



1.45 pm

“If we’re not collecting now, and that’s what 
  we’re charged with doing, there might be a 
  point in the future, where, surveying it 
  historically, there might appear to be a fallow 
  period. 

  So I am wondering are there things that we 
  have here that can support practice that 
  aren’t about objects. 

  So what will have happened to the lives 
  of artists”



2.00 pm

“What I would like: a shared agent for a group of artists.

 Proposals take so long. If there was one person filling out 
 applications that know what they are doing and know what 
 the artist/artists they represent are capable of it would free 
 up time for the artist to make art.

 This agent could even look abroad for opportunities.”



2.15 pm

‘I want to be KING OF ART WORLD. I want my own crown.
 I want to rule my own kingdom. I want a pony - an art pony....

         ....There’s NO democracy in art you know.’

“I’m very wrecked....still. I had the first comment today.”



2.30 pm

“Money.”
“Yeah, money.”

“it’s a recurring theme isn’t it.”

“Yeah, but people don’t seem to 
want to talk about it.”

“As if it doesn’t matter.”

“It does though!”

“Yeah, and if you think about
the labour that goes into things...”

“I know!”



2.45 pm

“Do you know where the Johnston Room is?”
      “Er, yeah, it’s that way...”



3.00 pm

“I’m often on selection committees and I have found that the 
 number and quality of submissions is disappointing, 

 considering the vast numbers of excellent artists there are 
 in the country. I’ve been in the position to encourage 
 corporate sponsors to engage artists in public commissions 
 and often the outcomes are disappointing. 

 So we need to research to find out what is scaring off   
 the artists from engaging and from applying. 

 Why are they not applying…answers might include, CV and 
 no experience in Public Art. Does there need to be an 
 interim body, or an advisor in VAI who could talk to people 
 about wording their commission. (The Commissioning body 
 goes through someone like VAI) A forum where artists say 
 what’s putting them off. If it happens, for example, to be 
 nepotism, let’s expose it and kill it if it exists. 

 So, if it’s a social ghost story, like; 
           “You’ll never get into Aosdana” (whispers)



3.15 pm3.15 pm



3.30 pm3.30 pm

“America, 
      they have a more Capitalist view. Irish people 
      could benefit form understanding the market more 
      - without compromising too much. So, to get 
      galleries involved in the Education system would be 
      good. So, for example an artist might not be able to 
      articulate what their work is about in a snappy way… 
      you need a blurb that will give people an idea; 
      Artists need to learn to sell a bit more”

“Jaffa Cake?”

          “Mmmm, yes please”



3.45 pm

“A difficulty - finding space to exhibit and a good space. Good people working in the arts,  
 but finding a good space is a real problem.

 When you’re emerging, there’s loads of spaces, but it’s about building inroads to the next 
 step up.”



4.00 pm

“As  a Northern Irish artist, we’re very cut off, there’s that 
 invisible boundary. So for example North/South gallery touring   
 program doesn’t seem to be working. 
 There’s a critical problem, you can’t network reviewed in ROI. 
 So we’re making big strides - but so much more co-operation 
 is needed.”

  “Can I second on that.”

	 “There’s	a	lot	of	conflict	money,	but	there’s	no	
    contemporary commercial galleries.”



4.15 pm

“I would like a PAID job
  in the art world”

       $ $  $
  “Do these wishes come true?”

     “Of course. You’ll get there”

  “Promise?”

     “Yup”



4.30 pm

“Just one Second.....”

“We’re running out of steam since 
we went over to blue...”

      “Yeah, a Blue Period”



4.45 pm



5.00 pm



5.15 pm

“I’m looking for Sophie. Do you know Sophie?”

“The one thing was the coffee. There was only tea available.  Also, the 15 
  minutes for the speed curating was a bit short.”

  “I’ve to go to Clondalkin, How do you get there?”



5.30 pm

“I’m absolutely knackered now, are you?”

        “Yeah, I’m wilting.”



5.45 pm

“Go out and vote.”





     About....

This PDF artists book has been produced by Glenn Holman and Andy Parsons
of Floating World  and was commissioned by Visual Artists Ireland as part of 

their 20:20 Vision initiative. Through a series of workshops held on 
Friday 15th May 2015, during Get Together at the Irish Museum of Modern Art,

artists have been interviewed about what they want from the art world in the future. 
Their visual and verbal opinions and comments have been transcribed as accurately 

as possible in ‘real time’ as images, texts, collages and general observations. 
The robot is a deliberately obvious reference to the future, but it served

the more useful purpose of creating a neutral place for artists to place their ideas. 
The comedic element helped to elicit more frank and open contributions. 

We thought of it something akin to Golem, a hard to define entity that 
will nonetheless work tirelessly for it’s creators. 

This art work is a compendium of peoples response to the question: 
What Do You Want From the Art World?

We hope that it entertains and contributes  to the ongoing dialogue.

The Robot created by Glenn Holman and Andy Parsons
with assistance from James and Donal Parsons.

Get Together interviews conducted by Andy Parsons
assisted by and with huge thanks to Glenn Gannon.

PDF book of content generated through interviews
by Glenn Holman.

Floating World
are

Andy Parsons & Glenn Holman

www.floatingworldbooks.com






